Cyber Alert!
Executive Action to Lower Risk from Meltdown and Spectre
A Cyber Brief
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Executive Action to Lower Risk from Meltdown and Spectre

Every organization must ensure it learns, understands, and addresses how to appropriately deal
with the two major computer hardware bugs—Meltdown and Spectre. These hardware bugs
affect billions of devices across the planet, and may be the nastiest bugs ever. These affect
your organization.

Business Impact!
Both Meltdown and Spectre are newly discovered flaws in the way computer processors keep
data secure. These protections are supposed to keep applications (such as web browsers or
mobile apps) from reading data from other processes running on the same system unless they
are granted explicit permission. Both flaws potentially allow unprivileged applications such as
web applications to steal sensitive secrets, such as system passwords, encryption keys or
protected health information (PHI).
These security weaknesses can enable attackers to access security keys, passwords and files
stored in the memory of all types of computing devices, including mobile devices. These bugs
have the potential to make secrets accessible to organized cybercriminals, who could steal
them without leaving a trace.
The healthcare industry should pay particularly close attention to these two issues.
Organizations also can expect to experience reduced system performance and may need to
invest considerable time and money in hardware upgrades to address these vulnerabilities. To
date, only Intel processors are believed to be vulnerable to Meltdown, while Spectre is known to
impact a much broader range of processors from Intel, AMD, and ARM covering most server,
desktop, laptop and smartphone devices.

Background
While the flaws were made public only very recently, researchers and industry experts across
the globe have been working to address these issues for months now. There is no evidence to
date that either of these bugs have been exploited, and vendors are working to rapidly deploy
updates, with many already available.
The Spectre vulnerability is much further reaching than the Meltdown, harder to exploit and
harder to fix. Researchers suggest almost every modern computer system is affected by
Spectre including desktops, laptops, private servers, cloud servers, and even smartphones.
The Meltdown vulnerability has its roots at the hardware level. It is possible for operating system
vendors to address the issue. Intel has been working for months with operating system and
virtualization software vendors, including Microsoft, IBM, Apple, VMWare, Redhat and other
major Linux and Unix vendors. In many cases, companies made patches available before
Meltdown was publicly disclosed.
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Risk: According to Intel, the updates can cause "workload-dependent performance issues." For
the average computer user, the issues should not be significant and will be mitigated over time.
The potential for performance issues vary depending on the hardware and applications in place,
potentially leading to a 5% to 60% decrease in performance, subject to the system’s workload.
Higher Risk: Public cloud services are at the highest risk for exploitation because of the
potential to breach the security boundaries that virtualization is supposed to enforce. Intel
processors are widely used in cloud services.
Spectre appears to be harder to exploit. Spectre impacts nearly all non-trivial computing
devices, including servers, desktops, laptops, smartphones and a significant number of
embedded computing devices. Compared to Meltdown, it is more damaging, as successful
attackers can execute code on an exploited device, potentially with escalated privileges.
There are currently no updates or patches available to address Spectre. While some degree of
protection is expected, it will most likely require a new generation of hardware to completely
eradicate the issue.

Executive Action Plan: ecfirst Can Help Now!
Healthcare organizations using cloud services should aggressively engage their vendors to
ensure all appropriate steps are being taken to patch vulnerable operating systems and, where
appropriate, isolate sensitive workloads.
Information security executives must:
• Immediately open lines of communication with your vendors, specially all cloud service
providers. (Business Associates)
• Ensure you have an up-to-date inventory of all equipment and applications. (Asset
Management)
• Verify performance of regularly scheduled updates from all vendors. (Patch
Management)
• Prepare for reduced system performance in the short term. (Audit & Monitoring)
• Eliminate the ability for unprivileged users to run code to mitigate risk on shared
systems. (Privilege Management)
• Disable Java, Javascript and other browser plugins to prevent browser vulnerabilities
that might be exploited to extract sensitive data. (Application Security)
• Update your incident response management plan. (Incident Management)
• Communicate the risk and associated remediation plans to the senior executives. (Risk
Management)
• Recognize Spectre impacts everything, including IBM, AMD, and ARM processors on
traditional computers and mobile devices.
• Collaborate with your hardware vendors to assess the need and availability of firmware
upgrades for your hardware. (Business Associates)
• Begin planning for potential hardware replacements. (Asset Management)
• Review and update mobile device and other policies based on the risks and associated
remediation action required. (Policy and Procedure)
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Individual Users: Action Required
Microsoft has issued an emergency patch for Windows. Ensure you have installed the latest
Windows updates. Patches are similarly available for the Internet Explorer, Firefox and Edge
browsers. Check for other vendor updates.

Bottom-line
Cyber risk is rising. Cyber risk will be more disruptive to business operations and finance in
2018. Ensure you perform annual risk assessments diligently, inclusive of quarterly vulnerability
assessments. Perform a business impact analysis (BIA) and ensure you are actively monitoring
the performance of your systems and applications.
Talk to ecfirst. We can collaborate with your team to lower the risk to your organization.
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